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HORSE AND PEOPLE NEWS

WILD COAST RIDE, OCTOBER 2020

We were saddened to hear the news of
the death of Dolly earlier this month. Our
condolences go to the Mokgatle family.

Last year's Wild Coast ride was an
experience of a lifetime. This year we will
be going again on the weekend of 15 to
17 October.

In 1m, Ava placed 4th and 6th on Kelly's
Heir. Danna placed 2nd on Gitania K.
In 1.10m, Nickaela rode Gold Leader.
In 1.30m, Mariska placed 5th and 6th on
Cisco.

Congratulations to our new baiters Sienna is baiting Kammi, Maia is also
baiting Kammi, Cindy is baiting Cody,
Chloe is baiting Conjo and Kaden is half
baiting Timberhitch.

BIRTHDAYS
Happy birthday to Nickaela, Gabriel and
Sarah.

UPCOMING EVENTS

CAKES/PIZZA
MOOLMANSHOEK
AUGUST 2020

WEEKEND

AWAY,

Ava, Shannon, Mika, Stuart

Pencil in the weekends of 7 to 9 August
or 19 to 21 August for our annual
weekend away to Moolmanshoek.
Dates will be confirmed closer to the
time. This is a popular Phaeton Park
adventure not to be missed, we have
been going for over 10 years now!

BLONDE OF THE MONTH
Shannon always has a lesson every
Wednesday afternoon, Friday afternoon and Sunday morning. When she
said goodbye after her Wednesday
lesson, Natalie said: "See you on
Friday afternoon."

If you would like to know more about
these weekends away, chat to Natalie.

SHOW RESULTS
'

FOURWAYS JUMPING
In 80cm, Ava rode Rumy and won both her
classes. Brad also won both his classes
on Seven Merlot.
ICB NEW YEAR EVENTING
Brad placed 5th on Seven Merlot in 75cm.
Charles rode Midnight Spy in 85cm.
KPC NEW YEAR JUMPING
In 80cm, Taylor placed 9th on Denver and
Rio placed 4th on Tikki Torch.
In 90cm, Ava and Rumy placed 11th and
Courtney placed 6th on Rock of Gold.

ESTABLISHED 1970

On Friday, Shannon arrived for her
lesson early. Very early, a few hours
(or days?) early... She was on her
horse and warmed up by 8am. Natalie
asked why was she riding so early, her
lesson wasn't until the afternoon. It
turned out that she actually thought
she was there for her 8am Sunday
lesson!
Heather also arrived early for her
Sunday lesson. When Natalie saw her
there just before 7am she asked why
was she there so early as the lesson
was only at 8am.
Heather then realised that she had set
her clock wrong. She'd had load-shedding the day before and mistakenly
reset the clock to be an hour early.
Vee sent Nicholas off to the shop with
her card to buy a spare part for the
weedeater. He returned to the yard
with a brand new, entire weedeater!
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